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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 21 Aug 2013 3.30pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Blue Ice
Phone: 07818265018

The Premises:

Unusual yet long established with entrance via lift. Corridor with lots of rooms off, one open and with
lots of pairs of shoes. Disappointingly poor shower at one end of corridor. But I was given the VIP
room at the other end - surrounded by mirrors as well as on ceiling and everrything forgiven thanks
to lovely receptionist.

The Lady:

About 5 or 6 girls introduced themselves and gave handshake while offering one or two cheeks for
a kiss - made a good impression. But was taken by the first in, Erica. Sultry southern Italian looks in
mid 20s captured my attention and I just hoped she was good to be with.

The Story:

Erica was good to be with as I was quickly able to establish a nice rapport with a girl of considerable
personality.

Had a cuddle and the chat began while I clung to Erica's lovely bum, then on to oral and finally, after
an impromptu reverse massage that was well received, prolonged sex from behind in doggy and
flat.

A girl I am very pleased to have met and would like to see again and chat to more. I didn't go
looking for extras whether paid for or not as I simply enjoyed her company and her intimacy. Very
likely to go back more often thanks to experience of this girl and of the lovely receptionist although
different ladies fulfil that role I understand.
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